Southland Lanes Monthly Pinball Knockout Tournament
Wednesday, January 9th
Wednesday, March 6th

Wednesday, February 6th
Wednesday, April 3rd

Tournament Starts at 7:00PM
Check-In opens at 6:00PM
$10 Entry Fee - $1 IFPA Sanction Fee / $9 Prize Pool
Games are set to normal pricing
All machines will be used unless there is a breakdown before or during the tournament
Tournament Format
Group Knockout
Players are divided into groups of 3 and 4 in each round and play an assigned game
The bottom two players in a 4 player game receive a strike
Only the bottom player in a 3 player game receives a strike
Players are eliminated after receiving 4 strikes
Players are split into groups at random, and the player order will be pre-assigned each round
Attempts will be made to assign a machine that has been played the fewest times by all opponents.
Fees & Prizes
$10 Entry + Coin Drop (Games cost between $0.25 & $1.00 per play)
$1 of Entry Fee goes towards IFPA Sanction Fee / $9 to Prize Pool
Prize Money will be paid out 50%, 30%, 20% for First, Second, and Third place respectively.
In the event of a tie, the players that are tied will have a one game tie-breaker on a random game.
Tournament Rules
• Don't disappear! Plan breaks accordingly. Be ready to play when it's your turn.
• If a ball gets stuck and cannot be shaken free, the glass will be removed and the ball will be
placed on your left flipper. The glass will be slid back on, and play will continue.
• Extra Balls are NOT played. They are plunged (You can still go for a skill shot), but flippers are
not flipped. If the game has a ball save and no auto plunger, the ball can be plunged again.
• If there is a major malfunction on a game during a round (machine shuts down/resets, flipper
quits working, etc) it will be swapped out for another machine at random.
• If a player has to leave mid-tournament, they will automatically receive strikes in future rounds
until they are eliminated.
Live Standings will be available at https://matchplay.events
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